Pharmacokinetics, Tissue Localization, Toxicity, and Treatment Efficacy in the First Small Animal (Rabbit) Model of Intra-Arterial Chemotherapy for Retinoblastoma
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PURPOSE. Current intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) drug regimens for retinoblastoma have ocular and vascular toxicities. No small-animal model of IAC exists to test drug efficacy and toxicity in vivo for IAC drug discovery. The purpose of this study was to develop a small-animal model of IAC and to analyze the ocular tissue penetration, distribution, pharmacokinetics, and treatment efficacy.

METHODS. Following selective ophthalmic artery (OA) catheterization, melphalan (0.4 to 1.2 mg/kg) was injected. For pharmacokinetic studies, rabbits were euthanized at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, or 6 hours following intra-OA infusion. Drug levels were determined in vitreous, retina, and blood by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. To assess toxicity, angiograms, photography, fluorescein angiography, and histopathology were performed. For in situ tissue drug distribution, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization imaging mass spectrometry (MALDI-IMS) was performed. The tumor model was created by combined subretinal/intravitreal injection of human WERI-Rb1 retinoblastoma cells; the tumor was treated in vivo with intra-arterial melphalan or saline; and induction of tumor death was measured by cleaved caspase-3 activity.

RESULTS. OA was selectively catheterized for 79 of 79 (100%) eyes in 47 of 47 (100%) rabbits, and melphalan was delivered successfully in 51 of 51 (100%) eyes, without evidence of vascular occlusion or retinal damage. For treated eyes, maximum concentration (Cmax) in the retina was 4.95 μM and area under the curve (AUC0–τ) was 5.26 μM⋅h. Treated eye vitreous Cmax was 2.24 μM and AUC0–τ was 4.19 μM⋅h. Vitreous Cmax for the treated eye was 50-fold higher (P = 0.01), and AUC0–τ was ~50-fold higher (P = 0.01). Histology-directed MALDI-MS revealed highest drug localization within the retina. Peripheral blood Cmax was 1.04 μM and AUC0–τ was 2.07 μM⋅h. Combined subretinal/intravitreal injection of human retinoblastoma cells led to intra-retinal tumors and subretinal/ vitreous seeds, which could be effectively killed in vivo with intra-arterial melphalan.

CONCLUSIONS. This first small-animal model of IAC has excellent vitreous and retinal tissue drug penetration, achieving levels sufficient to kill human retinoblastoma cells, facilitating future IAC drug discovery.
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Retinoblastoma (RB) is the most common primary intraocular malignancy in children. The mainstream of globe-conserving therapy has been intravenous (IV) chemotherapy.1,2 In high-income countries, this has allowed patient survival rates near 99%.3 However, systemic chemotherapy is associated with acute toxicities such as cytopenias, infections, gastrointestinal toxicity, and the need for hospitalization.4-6 In addition, there is long-term potential for organ dysfunction and a very small, but yet present, increased risk for subsequent leukemia.5-6,12-15 It has been shown that eyes with advanced tumors (Reese-Ellsworth [RE] group V and International Classification of Retinoblastoma [ICRB] group D and E) are rarely saved by intravenous chemotherapy and often require enucleation.16,17 Systemic chemotherapy has particularly poor success against the subretinal and vitreous seeds seen with more advanced tumors.18 Recently, alternative local approaches for delivering chemotherapy to the eye have been developed,19,20 which not only minimize systemic concentrations of drug and systemic toxicity,21,22 but also allow much higher intraocular drug concentrations to be achieved.23 Intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC, also known as ophthalmic artery chemosurgery, via a microcatheter advanced endovascularly to the ophthalmic artery),19 using various melphalan-based regimens,24 has led to dramatic improvements in globe salvage rates for these advanced eyes, compared to traditional intravenous chemoreduction.15,25

Over the last decade, many authors have published their clinical experience with the microcatheter-based IAC technique for the treatment of children with RB, yet animal models of IAC were not described until recently. IAC has recently been performed in pigs26 and in nonhuman primates,27 demonstrating its feasibility in large animals. However, there are no RB models in these large animals, and thus they do not provide a platform in which the efficacy of intra-arterial chemotherapeutic agents can be assessed. In contrast, models of RB do exist in small animals, including in rabbits.28 Therefore, a rabbit model of IAC would allow for drug discovery and assessment of efficacy, in a way not possible with current large animal models of IAC.

We describe here our technique for IAC drug delivery in a small animal (rabbit) model, and determine the vitreous and intraretinal tissue pharmacokinetics of melphalan in this model. We demonstrate that high concentrations of melphalan in both the retina and vitreous are achieved for an adequate length of time to be lethal to human RB cells and that melphalan concentrates at higher levels in the retina than in the vitreous following IAC. We also demonstrate the lack of acute and subacute retinal and retinal vascular complications in this model. Last, we describe a rabbit model of retinoblastoma with both intraretinal tumors and subretinal and vitreous seeds, based on the previous RB model of Kang and Grossniklaus, and demonstrate that intra-arterial melphalan can effectively kill human retinoblastoma xenografts.27

METHODS

Rabbit IAC Technique

All procedures were performed under the auspices of the Vanderbilt Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol M/15/072) and adhered to the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. New Zealand white rabbits (3.0 to 5.2 kg) were used for all studies. Anesthesia was induced with intramuscular ketaset/xylazine and maintained with isoflurane via intubation. Femoral arterial access was obtained by cut-down, and the femoral artery was bathed in verapamil. Endovascular access was obtained using a 4-F micropuncture system. The 4-F sheath was sutured in place and connected to a heparinized saline flush. A 1.5-F Marathon microcatheter was advanced over a Mirage microwire (Medtronic Neurovascular, Minneapolis, MN, USA). Under fluoroscopic guidance, the catheter was advanced into the common carotid artery, and an antero-posterior subtraction angiogram was performed. The dominant arterial blood supply to the eye was then assessed, whether from the internal ophthalmic artery (IOA) via the internal carotid artery (ICA) or from the external ophthalmic artery (EOA) via the external carotid artery (ECA). The microcatheter was then navigated to whichever ophthalmic artery (OA) supplied the retinal vasculature in that particular rabbit, and angiography once again confirmed selection of the OA. Vasospasm was treated with intra-arterial nitroglycerin (50 to 100 µg), if needed. Fluorescein angiography could be performed following selective injection of 10% fluorescein sodium (1:100,000) into the OA to demonstrate ophthalmic supply of the selected vessel (PictorPlusFA, Volk Optical Inc., Mentor, OH, USA). Once OA selection was completed, melphalan was prepared according to the manufacturer’s specifications and filtered through a 0.22-µm filter prior to use. Melphalan (0.4 mg/kg) was infused in a pulsatile fashion over 5 minute, followed by a saline flush. All melphalan infusions were performed within 1 hour following reconstitution of the melphalan. Angiography was then performed after the IAC infusion to assess for vascular occlusion or embolus. For survival procedures, the sheath was removed from the femoral artery at the end of the procedure, and the artery was then ligated above and below the arteriotsite to ensure hemostasis. The fascia was sutured closed, followed by subcuticular skin suture closure. For assessment of acute/subacute vascular toxicity, the rabbit was euthanized at 48 hours or 7 days after the procedure, and both eyes were harvested, fixed in Davidson’s solution, and submitted for histopathology.

Tissue Acquisition to Determine Retinal Pharmacokinetics

Following intra-OA melphalan infusion, rabbits were euthanized via barbiturate overdose at the 30-minute, 1-hour, 2-hour, 4-hour, and 6-hour time points (three to four rabbits per time point). Immediately prior to euthanasia, peripheral blood was obtained in EDTA tubes, spun down, and plasma was snap-frozen. Vitreous was likewise obtained via 21-gauge needle tap of both the treated and untreated eyes and snap-frozen. The treated eye was removed immediately after euthanasia, and the retina was dissected and snap-frozen.

Determination of Vitreous and Retinal Melphalan Concentrations by Liquid Chromatography Tandem Mass Spectrometry

Vitreous samples were thawed and spiked with an internal carbamazepine standard, diluted with blank plasma, and deproteinized with acetonitrile. For retinal tissue drug levels, the snap-frozen retinal tissue (see above) was weighed, homogenized, and then thawed and spiked with an internal carbamazepine standard, prior to being diluted with blank plasma and deproteinized with acetonitrile. Calibration samples were prepared in parallel by spiking blank plasma with internal standard and known concentrations of melphalan (for melphalan PK experiments) or cyclosporine (to determine the vitreous concentration of cyclosporine in the RB model). Samples were analyzed on a Thermo Scientific TSQ Quantum Ultra mass spectrometer (Waltham, MA, USA) interfaced to a Waters Acquity UPLC system (Milford, MA, USA).
Pharmacokinetic Analysis and Statistical Analysis

Melphalan concentrations from each source (i.e., plasma, treated eye vitreous, untreated eye vitreous, and treated eye retina) were averaged at each time point (three to four rabbits per time point), and the resulting mean time-concentration data from each compartment were analyzed via noncompartmental analysis (Phoenix WinNonlin v6.4; Pharsight/Certara USA Inc., Princeton, NJ, USA) to determine pharmacokinetic (PK) parameters. For comparisons between treated and untreated eyes, a two-sided t-test was used for the comparisons of maximum concentration (C \text{max}) values. Comparisons of areas under the curve from 0 to \(\infty\) (AUC\(_{0-\infty}\)) were based on the t-distribution with the Satterthwaite degrees of freedom.

Imaging Mass Spectrometry

Thirty minutes following intra-OA infusion of 1.2 mg/kg melphalan, the treated eye was harvested and snap-frozen. The eye was cut on a cryostat into 12-μm-thick sections, which were thaw-mounted on gold-coated stainless steel matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) target plates. MALDI matrix [2-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA); 5 mg/mL in 90% acetonitrile] was homogeneously applied to the sections using an HTX Technologies TM Sprayer (Chapel Hill, NC, USA). Spectra were acquired in an ordered array over the tissue sections at 150-μm resolution using a linear ion trap equipped with a MALDI-source (Thermo LTQ XL; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Spectra were acquired in positive ion mode by isolating and fragmenting the precursor melphalan ion at m/z 305 and detecting the main fragment ion at m/z 168. The intensity of the drug in the eye tissue. A drug standard was run in positive ion mode by isolating and fragmenting the precursor F parameter. For each tissue section, two replicate spectra were acquired. The protein signal was normalized to the intensity of the drug signal.

Creation of Rabbit Model of Intraocular Retinoblastoma

Five New Zealand white rabbits (3 kg) were immunosuppressed with daily subcutaneous cyclosporine injections, as described. Under isoflurane anesthesia, a small sclerotomy was created 2 mm posterior to the limbus in one eye, as previously described. Using a macular contact lens under the operating microscope, 1,000,000 WERI-Rb1 cells were injected under the retina and 1,000,000 WERI-Rb1 cells were injected into the vitreous of the same eye. Retinal tumors and vitreous seed formation were monitored weekly by fundoscopy, fundus photography (either OcuScience, LLC, Henderson, NV, USA; or Apple iPhone (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA) coupled to a 28D lens; Volk Optical, Mentor, OH, USA), and optical coherence tomography (OcuScience, LLC). Once vitreous seeds and retinal tumors were found to be growing, rabbits were euthanized by barbiturate overdose (125 mg/kg), and both eyes were harvested. The tumor-bearing eye was fixed in formalin, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Vitreous was sampled from the non-tumor-bearing eye using a 21-gauge needle at the time of euthanasia for determination of vitreous cyclosporine levels by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry, as described above.

Treatment of Intraocular Retinoblastoma by Intra-Arterial Melphalan

Retinoblastoma vitreous seeds were generated by injection of 1,000,000 WERI-Rb1 cells into the vitreous of cyclosporine immunocompromised rabbits, as described above. After 2 weeks of tumor growth, rabbits were treated with either intra-arterial melphalan 3.6 mg or with saline. Rabbits were then euthanized 2 weeks following intra-arterial treatment, and the eyes were removed and fixed in modified Davidson’s solution for 48 hours and then transferred to 70% ethanol. Two incisions were made in the globe to create openings to allow processing solutions to flow in and out of the vitreous. Eyes were embedded in paraffin and sectioned at 4 μm. Immunohistochemistry was performed to assess for apoptosis with Caspase-3 antibody (Abcam ab208161; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) at a dilution of 1:100 on the Leica Bond Max Autostainer using H2 antigen retrieval for 20 minutes (Leica Biosystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA). Caspase-3 antibody labels activated Caspase-3 following induction of apoptosis. Slides were evaluated by an experienced veterinary pathologist (KLB).

The melphalan treatment dose was determined as follows. With approval of the Vanderbilt Institutional Review Board and consistent with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, we reviewed the last 50 intra-arterial treatments we performed on our patients, to determine what a clinically relevant dose would be to use in our rabbit experiments. Of these 50 treatments, ~80% involved melphalan. The mean melphalan dose given was 4.1 mg, with an interquartile range of 3.6 to 4.5 mg. We therefore conservatively selected the 25th percentile dose used clinically (3.6 mg) for our in vivo tumor treatment experiments in the rabbits.

RESULTS

Ophthalmic Artery Access and Vascular Supply in Rabbits

The ophthalmic artery could be selectively catheterized of 79 (100%) eyes in all 47 rabbits. The retinal vasculature was found to arise either predominantly from the EOA off of the ECA (most common variation), or predominantly from the IOA off of the ICA (Fig. 1). Arterial vasospasm was treatable with intra-arterial nitroglycerin.

Assessment of Acute/Subacute Ocular Complications

No vascular occlusions or emboli were noted on fluorescein angiography following selective catheterization (Figs. 2A–2D), and vessels remained patent on posttreatment selective angiography in all cases, without angiographic evidence of vascular occlusion or embolus (Figs. 2E, 2F). For rabbits euthanized 48 hours or 7 days following melphalan treatment, histopathologic assessment of both the treated and untreated eyes showed normal architecture with no evidence of vascular occlusion or retinal damage (Figs. 2G, 2H).

Melphalan Pharmacokinetics

Intra-OA melphalan was delivered successfully to 31 of 31 (100%) eyes. Following unilateral melphalan (0.4 mg/kg) administration, the maximum concentration (C \text{max}) observed in the retinal tissue of the treated eye was 4.95 μM, with a time to reach maximum concentration (T \text{max}) of 0.5 hours and with an area under the curve from 0 to \(\infty\) (AUC\(_{0-\infty}\)) of 5.26 μMh (Fig. 3). For retinal tissue, concentrations in pmol/mg of tissue were converted to μM units, using the assumption that the specific gravity of rabbit retina is ~1 (the specific gravity of normal rat retina has been previously measured at 1.0). The half-life (t\(_{1/2}\)) of melphalan in the retina of the treated eye was 1.16 hours. In blood plasma, a melphalan C \text{max} of 1.04 μM was
remained below 2.5 nM in the eyes of all five rabbits.
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this also led to the formation of tumors that were clearly localized to the intraretinal layers, with tumor cells expanding within, and replacing, the normal retinal cellular layers (Fig. 5D). Subretinal and intraretinal tumors were clinically apparent by 2 weeks after injection. Cyclosporine concentrations remained below 2.5 nM in the eyes of all five rabbits.

Efficacy of Intra-Arterial Melphalan Against Retinoblastoma In Vivo in Rabbits

Rabbit eyes bearing retinoblastoma xenografts treated with intra-arterial melphalan displayed widespread induction of apoptosis 2 weeks after treatment as measured by the presence of immunostaining for cleaved caspase-3 (Fig. 6A, 6B). No positive immunostaining was seen in tumor cells in rabbits treated with intra-arterial saline (Fig. 6C). In addition, the vitreous seeds in rabbits treated with saline showed continued growth and expansion compared with the reduction in vitreous seed size and burden seen in those eyes treated with intra-arterial melphalan. This demonstrates that the retinoblastoma tumor cell death is in direct response to the intra-arterial melphalan treatment and not to vascular flow changes associated with the intra-arterial technique itself, nor is this attributable to non-treatment-related apoptosis in the xenografted cells in the rabbit model over time.

DISCUSSION

We describe the first small animal (rabbit) model of IAC. We determined the vitreous and retinal tissue PK in this model and demonstrate excellent vitreous and retinal penetration, regardless of the particular vascular anatomy in each given rabbit. We demonstrate efficacy in killing retinoblastoma xenografts in vivo in rabbit eyes using intra-arterial melphalan, without any acute or subacute ocular complications, thus establishing a model for future drug discovery research.

Currently, advances in the use of IAC have been realized through off-label use of various agents in the clinical setting.29,30 New drug discovery has been hindered by the absence of a small animal model that allows for intra-arterial delivery of drugs to assess efficacy against RB. There are currently two animal models of IAC, both in large animals in which no RB model exists. Schaiquevich et al. described a porcine model of IAC,21 and Wilson et al. performed IAC in nonhuman primates.22 However, the nonhuman primate model developed problems with embolus formation and local complications greater than those seen in humans.31 In
addition, there are currently no RB models in either pigs or in nonhuman primates. Thus, while the PK of intra-arterial drugs can be determined in these models, they are of limited utility in assessing the in vivo efficacy of novel chemotherapeutic agents.

In contrast, a rabbit model of intra-ocular RB does exist. We demonstrate here that the same rabbit model system that can be used for IAC can also be used to generate intra-ocular retinoblastoma tumors. Our approach to xeno-engraftment leads to the establishment of intraretinal tumors, mimicking human disease. In addition, these models generated subretinal tumors, as is seen in patients with exophytic retinoblastoma, as well as vitreous seed clusters, reminiscent of those seen in patients with endophytic retinoblastoma. The relative intraoc-

**Figure 2.** Selective catheterization and intra-arterial chemotherapy delivery did not cause vascular or retinal complications acutely or sub-acutely in our model. (A–D) Intra-arterial fluorescein angiograms following selective catheterization of ophthalmic artery, showing choroidal/early arterial phase (A), late arterial phase (B), transit/early venous phase (C), and late venous phase (D), demonstrating intact vasculature in each phase without evidence of occlusion. Arterial phase began at 1 second (earliest still image obtained was at 1 second), consistent with direct intra-OA delivery of fluorescein. (E, F) Intra-arterial delivery of melphalan did not lead to vascular occlusion. Angiograms showing intact vasculature prior to melphalan infusion (E) and following melphalan infusion (F). (G, H) Histopathology of treated eyes harvested 48 hours (G) or 7 days (H) after intra-OA melphalan infusion (1.2 mg). The eyes were fully sectioned, and no sections showed any evidence of ischemia or any sequelae of vascular occlusion. Retinal detachment (indicated by asterisk) is artifactual. R, retina; NFL, nerve fiber layer; V, vessels; ON, optic nerve.
ular tumor burden of retinal tumors and vitreous seeds can be controlled by injecting WERI-Rb1 cells into the subretinal space first, allowing time to grow, and then injecting into the vitreous afterwards (to increase retinal tumor burden), or vice versa (to increase vitreous seed burden), or the initial inoculum of tumor cells can be adjusted. Thus, the ability to deliver chemotherapy drugs into the ophthalmic artery of rabbits in a selective and reproducible fashion will allow for drug discovery in a way not previously possible.

There are several advantages to using rabbits for the assessment of efficacy and toxicity of potential IAC treatments for retinoblastoma: (1) rabbits can be immunosuppressed with cyclosporine to permit xeno-engraftment, as shown here; (2) electroretinography standards are well-known for rabbits, allowing assessment of long-term retinal toxicity; (3) rabbits are an established model organism for many other endovascular neurologic procedures, having been used in dozens of prior studies in the neuro-interventional field; and (4) rabbits are readily obtainable for research purposes, and veterinary and husbandry resources are well established, which facilitates larger and more complex studies.

The ultimate goal is to be able to determine the efficacy of various antineoplastic agents against RB for the treatment of retinal tumors and vitreous seeds. Therefore, it is critical to know how long and to what degree tumor cells in the retina or vitreous are exposed to each drug. This will depend on (1) the rate and extent of drug distribution from the blood in the retinal vessels to the vitreous and retina of the treated eye and (2) the rate of elimination from ocular tissues. In the present study, melphalan kinetics were similar in plasma and in the vitreous and retina of the treated eye, with fast distribution (T_{max} 0.5 to 1 hour) and parallel elimination (t_{1/2} ~0.83 to 1.2 hour). Exposure in the vitreous and retina of the treated eye (AUC_{vitreous} ~4.2 to 5.3 µM-h) was higher than in plasma (AUC_{plasma} ~2.1 µM-h), as a consequence of the local arterial route of administration. Importantly, vitreous C_{max} of the treated eye was >100-fold higher than the contralateral (untreated) eye’s vitreous (P = 0.01), and AUC_{vitreous} was ~50-fold higher than the contralateral (untreated) eye’s vitreous (P = 0.01). In addition, the untreated eye vitreous PK curve remained flat, and the concentration in the untreated eye vitreous remained below the plasma concentration even at the final 6-hour time-point, consistent with equilibrium with systemic blood levels, as is seen with intravenous administration. In contrast, the shape of the PK curve and the high drug concentrations seen in the treated eye reflect local intra-OA delivery, rather than systemic recirculation. Specifically, we can assume that systemic recirculation accounts for less than 2% of the drug levels seen in tissues in the treated eye, as the drug levels in the contralateral untreated eye were 2% of those seen in the treated eye. Imaging mass spectrometry likewise confirmed melphalan distribution to retina to a greater extent than to vitreous (Fig. 4).

We injected 1.2 mg melphalan in these 3.0-kg rabbits for the PK experiments, because 0.4 mg/kg is the typical maximal dose used in human patients with retinoblastoma. Of course, most children receiving IAC for retinoblastoma are larger than 3 kg, and so most children would actually receive a higher dose. It is known that eye size and blood flow do not increase as fast as total body size in children. However, it is total body weight that currently limits dosing in humans, as a dose-limiting toxicity of melphalan is myelosuppression. Thus, the eyes of larger children receive a relatively higher dose of chemotherapy, per total body weight.

Along these lines, Schaiquevich et al. injected a much higher dose (7 mg) of melphalan in their 60- to 80-kg porcine model of IAC. Despite the relatively conservative, low dose of melphalan injected in our model, we found that, even at this low dose, the treated eye vitreous and retinal concentrations of melphalan reach levels that are several times higher than the previously published IC_{50} of melphalan for human RB cells. For comparison, in our model, injecting 1.2 mg melphalan into the OA of rabbits leads to a peak vitreous concentration of 2.24 µM, whereas injecting 7 mg melphalan into the OA of Landrace...
pigs lead to a peak vitreous concentration of only 0.557 μM. This represents a more than fourfold greater peak melphalan concentration, compared with the previously published porcine model. Similarly, in our model, injecting 1.2 mg melphalan into the OA of rabbits leads to a calculated area under the curve of 4.19 μM·h in vitreous, whereas injecting 7 mg of melphalan into the OA of Landrace pigs lead to a calculated area under the curve of only 1.28 μM·h. This represents a more than threefold greater area under the curve, compared with the previously published porcine model, despite giving a much lower injection dose of melphalan in our rabbits. Our peak retinal tissue concentration (4.95 μM) and retinal tissue area under the curve (5.26 μM·h) are even higher still.

We were initially concerned that the small size of rabbits, and the consequent low drug dosages administered (only 1.2 mg at 0.4 mg/kg), might not allow for adequate ocular drug concentrations to be achieved, in contrast to the 7-mg melphalan doses administered to the 60- to 80-kg Landrace pig model. However, as can be seen above, the rabbit actually allows for higher ocular (absolute) drug concentrations compared with the previously published porcine model, despite giving a much lower injection dose of melphalan in our rabbits. Our peak retinal tissue concentration (4.95 μM) and retinal tissue area under the curve (5.26 μM·h) are even higher still.

Although retinal melphalan levels in the treated eye peaked at the first measured time point (0.5 hours), treated eye vitreous melphalan levels peaked between 0.5 to 1 hour after drug infusion. In our PK experiments, the mid-vitreous was sampled with a needle prior to harvesting the retina. Because drug enters the vitreous via the retinal circulation, it has to transit the vitreous from the retinal surface to the mid-vitreous, which was the location that was sampled. This may explain the consistent finding that vitreous levels of melphalan were moderately lower and peaked slightly later than retinal drug levels. Were total vitreous harvested, we would anticipate that the average concentration would actually be higher than what we report here. However, we felt that a conservative mid-vitreous sample would give a better idea of the minimum melphalan concentration to which vitreous seeds in the mid-vitreous would be exposed.

**Figure 5.** Rabbit xenograft model of retinoblastoma. Growth and formation of retinal tumors and vitreous seeds following combined subretinal/intravitreal injection of WERI-Rb1 human retinoblastoma cells into cyclosporine-immunosuppressed rabbits. (A) Fundus photograph clearly demonstrating the formation of vitreous seeds (arrows). (B) Fundus photograph showing formation of retinal tumor. (C) Histology (hematoxylin and cosin) of subretinal tumor (arrow) and vitreous seed clusters (star). (D) Histology (hematoxylin and cosin) demonstrating intraretinal tumor formation, showing expansion and replacement of retinal layers (arrow). Retinal detachment is artifactual.

**Figure 6.** Treatment of intraocular RB xenografts with intra-arterial melphalan. Following generation of vitreous seeds, rabbits were treated with either intra-arterial melphalan (A, B) or intra-arterial saline (C) and harvested 2 weeks after treatment. (A, B) Anti-cleaved Caspase-3 immunostaining of vitreous seeds demonstrating widespread positivity indicative of widespread apoptosis. A and B show representative seeds from two different rabbits. (C) No positive anti-cleaved Caspase-3 immunostaining was seen in eyes treated with intra-arterial saline.
For the first time in an animal model, we demonstrate that intra-arterial melphalan effectively induces widespread apoptosis of intraocular RB xenografts. Importantly, this apoptosis was induced in the vitreous seeds, which we found from clinical practice are notoriously hard to treat. However, the major difference in efficacy between IAC and IV chemotherapy is seen in the ability to treat seeds. Along these lines, we and others have shown that both IAC and IV chemotherapy achieve excellent rates of tumor control for ICRB group A-C eyes (no seeds), whereas IAC achieves much higher levels of globe salvage for group D eyes (with seeds).15,17,35 In addition, vitreous melphalan levels achieved in our model are lower than those achieved in the retina itself. Thus, we felt that the most compelling efficacy experiments would be to treat seeds in the vitreous with IAC. Widespread apoptosis was induced in eyes treated with intra-arterial melphalan (Figs. 6A, 6B) but not in eyes treated with intra-arterial saline (Fig. 6C). This confirms that the tumor death is due to the drug itself, not due to vascular flow alteration from our technique. Along these lines, larger and more cellular vitreous seeds are seen following saline treatment (Fig. 6C) than are seen in the eyes treated with intra-arterial melphalan, consistent with continued, unimpeded growth in the saline-treated eyes.

In determining the appropriate dose of melphalan to use in the efficacy experiments, we did not want to use an unreasonably high dose of melphalan, as this would not be translatable to the clinic. In reviewing the last 50 IAC treatments we performed on our patients, we determined that 75% of patients who received melphalan achieved a dose of 3.6 mg or more. We thus selected this dose as the clinically relevant dose, even though our goal in the rabbits was to treat vitreous seeds with a single IAC infusion. Interestingly, most of these patient eyes received this melphalan as part of multi-drug intra-arterial combination therapy, in conjunction with carboplatin and/or topotecan. We also found that of the 18 IAC treatments given to eyes with vitreous seeds present, the doses we used in clinical practice were even higher, with 75% of eyes receiving at least 4 mg of melphalan (usually in combination with carboplatin and/or topotecan). We decided to take a very conservative approach, and thus we selected as our treatment dose in the rabbit experiments the dose of melphalan that represented the 25th percentile of all treated eyes in our practice, namely 3.6 mg, which is lower than what we use to treat those patient eyes that have vitreous seeds present.

There are certain limitations to this rabbit model. The dual internal/external OAs in rabbits differ from the single vessel found in humans. However, we demonstrate here that drug can be effectively infused via either the internal OA or external OA, with excellent vitreous and retinal penetration regardless of vascular anatomy. In addition, rabbit vessels are relatively small and thus selective catheterization can be challenging in inexperienced hands. However, we were able to achieve ophthalmic artery selection in 100% of rabbits. After mastering the technique in the first few animals, we found that we were able to catheterize the rabbit and deliver drug within a matter of minutes. Due to melphalan’s relative insolubility, it is known that melphalan begins to come out of solution after an hour.36

and retinal penetration and PK of melphalan delivered via the intra-arterial route, with minimal drug entering the contralateral eye (Fig. 3). Last, long-term functional studies will need to be performed to identify any late or chronic ocular or systemic side effects of melphalan (or other drugs) in this model system.

CONCLUSIONS

We developed the first small animal model of selective intra-OA chemotherapy. This rabbit model delivers excellent vitreous and retinal tissue penetration of drug, achieving vitreous and retinal tissue drug levels that have been shown to be sufficient to kill human retinoblastoma cells, without evidence of acute/subacute retinal or retinal vascular complications. In addition, this same rabbit model can be used to create intraretinal retinoblastoma tumors and vitreous and subretinal seeds. We show that these retinoblastoma tumors xenografts can be killed in vivo by administering intra-arterial melphalan, thus demonstrating that the efficacy of drugs can be directly tested in our model system in a way not possible with any previous models.
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